Valid:

- For flexible arrivals until 30 January 2024
- For a selection of parks and cottages in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany and France
- Valid in combination with Early Booking Discount
- Valid in combination with Family or 55+ discount
- Valid in combination with Activities Gift and cottage location preference

Not valid:

- Offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer, vouchers, discounts or in case of cancellation.
- During park closures and events
- Not valid for weekend arrivals in 10-, 12-, 16- or 20- person cottages
- Not valid for 2 and 6 persons VIP cottages
- Offers cannot be transferred to an existing booking
- Not valid for Exclusive cottages

Terms and conditions:

- Last booking date: 1 January 2024 and at least 60 days before arrival
- For this offer only a limited amount of cottages are available
- The Family or 55+ discount is not valid during school holidays and public holidays
- The prices shown are excluding tourist tax and include unlimited access to the Aqua Mundo (Aqualagon for Villages Nature® Paris and Aqua garden for Terhills Resort)
- E-mail addresses already included in our database can no longer claim this discount.
- The price is subject to availability
- With prejudice of any of changes
- Printing and spelling errors reserved